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Abstract
This report describes the development of our
system for automatic minuting created for the
AutoMin 2023 Task A organized by Ghosal
et al. (2023). As a baseline, we utilize a system
based on the BART encoder-decoder model
paired with a preprocessing pipeline similar
to the one introduced by Shinde et al. (2022).
We then further explore the possibilities for
iterative summarization by constructing an iter-
ative minuting dataset from the provided data,
finetuning on it and feeding the model previ-
ously generated minutes. We also experiment
with adding more context by utilizing the Long-
former encoder-decoder model (Beltagy et al.,
2020), finetuning it on the SAMSum dataset
(Gliwa et al., 2019). Our submitted solution is
of the baseline approach, since we were unable
to match its performance with our iterative vari-
ants. With the baseline, we achieve a ROUGE-1
score of 0.368 on the ELITR minuting corpus
(Nedoluzhko et al., 2022a) development set.
We finally explore the performance of Vicuna
(Chiang et al., 2023) 13B quantized language
model for summarization.

1 Introduction

Meeting minuting is the process of writing down
the important contents discussed while reducing the
overall length. It is generally necessary to create
minutes to keep people who were not able to attend
up to date and to have a reference to come back to.
However, writing meeting minutes is a tedious pro-
cess requiring a lot of concentration. Additionally,
most meetings lack a dedicated notetaker, there-
fore the additional cognitive load is placed on the
meeting participants who are already under stress.
Since the COVID pandemic hit, many meetings
have shifted to the online space, and with the rise
of the large language models, it is becoming tech-
nically possible to automate the tedious and taxing
minuting process.

Numerous approaches for automatic minuting
were shown at the first AutoMin (Ghosal et al.,

2021), most of them utilizing a pre-trained trans-
former model like BART (Lewis et al., 2020) or
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020). Such models how-
ever have their limitations, especially with their
input size being constrained to 512 or 1024 tokens
by the quadratic complexity of the attention mech-
anism.

In our approach, we explored possible solutions
to the issue of short context length, namely itera-
tive summarization and the Longformer model. We
utilized a solution inspired by the winning one at
AutoMin 2021 by Shinde et al. (2021) as a base-
line. Finally, we experimented with the new Vicuna
models, but we were unable to obtain the results by
the task deadline.

2 Related works

In AutoMin 2021, the approaches with best results
were of Team Hitachi (Yamaguchi et al., 2021) and
Team ABC (Shinde et al., 2021). Both of these
teams solved the problem of limited model input
length in a different way. Team ABC splits the tran-
script into fixed-size segments, preprocesses them
with a rule-based system, then summarizes each
segment separately using a BART model. They
then filter the output to remove redundancies and
concatenate the result. On the other hand, Team Hi-
tachi utilize a segmenter based on the Longformer
architecture with a LSTM recurrent network on
top which assigns utterances to different topics.
These topics are then summarized using a BART
model and results are concatenated to form the
final minutes. The approach from Team Hitachi
scores slightly higher on adequacy while the sys-
tem of Team ABC is ranked higher in fluency and
grammatical correctness. Notably, neither of these
systems used the ELITR minuting corpus data for
training.

We also list some notable systems that were not
a part of the AutoMin 2021. SummN by Zhang
et al. (2022) works by generating a coarse summary
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in multiple stages and then generating a final sum-
mary from them. It has a variable-length input as it
can scale its number of stages. QMSum by Zhong
et al. (2021) utilizes a locate-then-summarize ap-
proach, which works by first locating parts of the
transcript with a common topic and then summariz-
ing them separately. In this, the approach is similar
to Team Hitachi’s.

3 Baseline system

We use a baseline approach inspired by system of
Team ABC from 2021. We use a pipeline with
a BART model finetuned on the XSum (Narayan
et al., 2018) and SAMSum datasets with a simple
rule-based preprocessing system. The transcript
is first cleaned of filler words and less common
characters are removed to make the summary more
fluent with the preprocessing code of Shinde et al.
(2022). To satisfy the input length limitation of the
BART model, the pipeline then splits the transcript
into chunks of roughly 512 tokens. Each of those
chunks is then summarized into a separate bullet
point. The resulting minutes are a concatenation of
the chunk summaries.

4 Iterative approaches

One of the biggest challenges for summarization
transformer language models is the limited input
length. This naturally limits the amount of context
the model can process and therefore can severely
interfere with the quality of the generated minutes,
especially for conversations with a common topic
that span several thousand tokens. There are ap-
proaches that try to counter this, notably the Long-
former mechanism, which modifies the attention
mechanism to reduce the complexity, and others
mentioned in section 2.

For humans, a natural approach to creating meet-
ing minutes is an incremental one. A notetaker
listens to the conversation taking place and writes
down the agreed-upon points, all the while keeping
in mind what he has already noted. Our intention
was to imitate such a process. The summarization
model would be fed a chunk of a transcript together
with several previously generated minute points to
both satisfy the input length constraint of the trans-
former models while providing the needed context
for the minutes.

4.1 Data pre-processing
To the best of our knowledge, there are no datasets
publicly available for transcript summarization
where there would be known alignment between a
minute bullet point and a transcript chunk. There-
fore, we needed to fabricate our own training
dataset from available data.

We preprocessed and used data from the English
part of ELITR minuting corpus (Nedoluzhko et al.,
2022b) provided as a part of the competition. The
dataset contains 120 meetings, each with at least
one transcript and at least one minute. The aver-
age length of the transcripts is around 7000 words
while the minutes are on average 373 words long.
The corpus is split into four sets: train, dev, test
and test2 with 84, 10, 18 and 8 meetings respec-
tively. We utilize train for training and dev for a
development set.

We cleaned the transcripts of fillers and stop-
words using the same preprocessing approach as
with the baseline model. We then split each tran-
script into 512 token chunks with 256 token overlap
between neighbouring chunks, dividing the chunks
between utterances so as to preserve fluency. We
also split the corresponding minutes into sequences
of three consecutive bullet points.

We then aligned the minute chunks to the tran-
script chunks. We explored two approaches, one
using document similarity metric from the Spacy
library introduced by Honnibal et al. and the
other one using ROUGE-1 precision scores. In
both cases, for every minute chunk we calculated
the metric between it and every transcript chunk
and picked the piece of transcript that maximized
the metric. By manual inspection of a sample of
aligned chunks, we found the ROUGE-1 alignment
to be more reliable.

The resulting dataset had the last bullet point of
the minute chunk as the target and the concatena-
tion of two previous bullet points and the transcript
as the input. The dataset statistics can be found in
table 1.

5 Methodology

5.1 Iterative BART
We utilized the same BART model weights as in
the baseline. We finetuned on our created dataset
with learning rate α = 2 · 10−5 and with weight
decay of 0.01 for one epoch.

After training and testing the model on some
development transcripts, we found out that we are
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dataset n. samples transcript prepended minutes target minutes
train 6014 189.21± 123.67 19.05± 15.47 9.95± 9.74

Table 1: Iterative dataset statistics. The transcript, prepended minutes and target minutes columns give the average
amount of words in the respective categories and the standard deviation.

unable to prevent the model from infinitely repeat-
ing the past outputted minutes, effectively being
stuck in a loop. We attribute this to two factors.
Firstly, there was not much training data, with our
dataset creation process yielding about 6000 sam-
ples. Secondly, the training data quality was not
very good and probably unsuitable for the limited
context length of the BART model input. Many
of the target bullet points consisted of information
that cannot be obtained from a short chunk of the
transcript, like the list of participants, purpose of
the whole meeting or a purpose of a large section
of a meeting.

5.2 Iterative LED
To counteract the input length limits of the BART
model, we experimented with the LED model for
iterative summarization. LED stands for Long-
former Encoder Decoder and is a modification of
the BART model. It utilizes the Longformer at-
tention mechanism as a drop-in replacement of the
classic self-attention mechanism, allowing it to take
input up to 16384 tokens in length, which is in most
cases longer than the transcript provided as part of
ELITR minuting corpus.

We utilized the LED-large model pretrained on
Arxiv long document dataset introduced by Cohan
et al. (2018). We then finetuned on the SAMSum
dataset for 1000 steps with learning rate 5 · 10−5

with the Adam optimizer.
For further finetuning, we modified the iterative

dataset, utilizing the entire transcript instead of tran-
script chunks as input. We then trained following
the same procedure as for the BART model. How-
ever, while testing the model, we found it did not
provide the improvement we hoped for, as the LED
was still looping and generating the same minutes
all over again, rendering the approach unusable for
practical applications. Overall, we found the itera-
tive solutions to be infeasible, especially because
of the lack of suitable training data.

5.3 Non-iterative LED model
As we did not manage to pass the baseline or get to
a functional solution with our iterative approaches,
we turned towards using the SAMSum-finetuned

LED model in a manner similar to the BART base-
line. We then generated the minute points by first
feeding the model the first whole transcript, then
the transcript without first 1024 tokens, then with-
out 2048 tokens, and so on. We cut off parts of
the transcript do distinguish the inputs and force
the model to focus on something new in the next
summary point. The results were promising, with
roughly comparable ROUGE and BERT scores to
the ones posed by the baseline. However, the sys-
tem produced a summary whose bullet points were
a lot less compact. We assume this is due to the
fact that the LED model was not pretrained on the
XSum dataset, therefore it did not learn to shorten
the input as well as the BART model.

5.4 Experiments with Llama quantized
models

In early 2023, Llama models were proposed by
Touvron et al. (2023). Llama is a family of decoder-
only foundational language models similar in archi-
tecture to GPT (Radford and Narasimhan, 2018).
The architecture includes optimizations from subse-
quent successful models like GPT-3 (Brown et al.,
2020) or PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022). Due to
the successes of models with similar architecture,
for example by Hájek (2021) with GPT-2 for Czech
summarization, we were intrigued to try the models
for minuting. Because the weights are public, many
open-source modifications are available. Recently,
with the help of the GPT4All library (Anand et al.,
2023), it has become easy to generate outputs from
such large language models using quantization.

We experimented with prompting the 4-bit quan-
tized 13 billion parameter Vicuna model. Vicuna is
a version of the Llama model specifically finetuned
on user-model conversations from ShareGPT.1 It is
meant to follow users’ instructions, functioning as
a chatbot. The model has a limited context length,
therefore the same preprocessing and splitting into
chunks as with the baseline model is needed.

We used the prompt of “Please summarize the
following transcript with 2 bullet points
starting with *. Write just the bullet

1https://sharegpt.com/

https://sharegpt.com/
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points, nothing more." The input chunk length
chosen was 768 tokens at maximum. The results
were promising, with most minutes being more
relevant and fluent than the ones generated by the
baseline. The Vicuna model sometimes does not
listen to the prompt instruction, instead generating
a response like “I am sorry, but I cannot
write a response to this prompt as it is
incomplete and I am not sure what the
prompt is asking for. Please provide a
complete and clear prompt, so I can assist
you.", but in the majority of responses, the task
is fulfilled correctly. However, we were unable to
compute the results by the task deadline, therefore
we did not submit it to the competition.

6 Evaluation and output samples

Commonly used approaches for automatic evalu-
ation include ROUGE and BERTScore, but these
often fail to represent the real quality of a meet-
ing minute, as they are unable to fully represent
the informational content. We therefore fall back
to a combination of manual evaluation (coarsely
assessing the relevance, coverage and fluency of
the generated minutes) and the automatic metrics
of ROUGE and BERTScore. We place most em-
phasis on the manual qualitative evaluation on the
development set of ELITR. We also ran automatic
evaluations on the test and test2 sets.

We found the baseline model to perform better
than LED in all the automatic metrics we computed,
as shown in table 2. The baseline also generates
more concise summaries. We observed that the
LED model has a tendency to refrain from drawing
conclusions and only generating sentences with
questionable informational content. An example of
this is They need to organize it according
to the dates, the names of the sessions
and then complement it with the with the
minutes and then discuss what in what way
do they need to rename it or rename it. The
sentence is neither grammatically correct nor very
informative. This is indicated also by the smaller
ROUGE recall scores. Notably, the model also
struggled with copying words from the input, with
the word ORGANIZATION commonly misspelled as
ORGANATION in the output. Due to all these factors,
we submitted the baseline model as our competition
one.

After the competition deadline, we also evalu-
ated the outputs of the pipeline with the Vicuna

model prompted for meeting summarization. We
found out it was similar to the the other models
in BERTScore but performed worse on ROUGE-
1 precision and a bit better on ROUGE-1 recall,
being more consistent across all the evaluation
datasets. Qualitatively, the result sample we ex-
amined seemed more informative than the output
of our other models. Had the results been avail-
able by the submission deadline, we would be sub-
mitting them. However, sometimes the outcome
of the Vicuna model was not summarization at
all; sometimes it ignored the transcript completely
and generated a generic outcome. This could be
automatically filtered or, better, fixed with better
prompting or finetuning. It should also be noted
that the results from the Vicuna model were on
average considerably longer than of the baseline
model, as also shown in table 2.

We would like to point out that all the generated
minutes differ in essence to the target minutes pro-
vided as a part of the dev set, as they often focus
more on what is happening at the current time in
the transcript instead of summarizing the outcomes
and agreed upon points. We find this to be a major
disparity that we believe will only be fixed with
much increased context length. A comparison of
samples of successfully generated summary points
for the same transcript chunks can be found below.

Baseline: This week PERSON11 is working on
the collection is business for English.
He has downloaded 1970 to 1980 pdf
files which is extracted from the OTHER3
thing of the office. 15000 sentences is
crawled automatic using automatic clover
for English, OTHER3. He needs to clean
all the data

LED: PERSON11 is trying to record the
call to see if they are able to summarize
it automatically. They are trying to
make it sound like they are discussing
the issue of censorship. They need to
apply the same type of adaptation for the
NLP, PROJECT2 on the 12th and the 17th
of February. They also need to adapt the
vocabulary of the PERSON7 talkage. They
want to use English as English models.
They will use it for the first dry run of
a workshop on the Monday seminar.
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Model avg. words BERT R-1p R-1r R-2p R-2r
dev set

Baseline 471 0.785 0.225 0.368 0.06 0.106
LED 661 0.778 0.220 0.334 0.04 0.09

Vicuna 698 0.766 0.187 0.389 0.05 0.119
test set

Baseline 543 0.750 0.156 0.287 0.03 0.06
LED 704 0.729 0.165 0.258 0.022 0.05

Vicuna 764 0.74 0.144 0.33 0.03 0.08
test2 set
Baseline 537 0.781 0.292 0.335 0.09 0.12

LED 704 0.765 0.292 0.26 0.06 0.08
Vicuna 732 0.774 0.254 0.343 0.07 0.11

Table 2: comparison of the output lengths and metrics on ELITR dev, test and test2 sets

Vicuna PERSON11 is working on a business
project for OTHER3, which involves
cleaning and organizing a large amount
of data in text format.
PERSON14 is collaborating with PERSON6 on
a language model for the project, and they
are discussing how to use the model for
organizing the data.

7 Conclusion

Although we were unable to pass the baseline with
our approaches, we have several interesting find-
ings.

• We found that although iterative summariza-
tion is a possibly promising approach, the
needed training data is not yet available. Train-
ing on ELITR minuting corpus data proved
difficult, mostly due to the non-incremental
character of the available minutes.

• We successfully finetuned the LED model on
conversation summarization and gained com-
parable results to the baseline on some inputs.
However, we were unable to see the benefits
of the larger context length it offers. We be-
lieve this is due to the character of available
conversation summarization datasets, which
rarely have inputs longer than a thousand to-
kens.

• We have shown that Vicuna models can be
successfully prompted to perform summariza-
tion of transcripts, even though the results can
be unreliable. We found that the results are
often more fluent and relevant than outputs

of the smaller BART model, even though the
model has not been specifically finetuned on
the summarization task.

7.1 Future work

We believe the Llama models show promise for
summarization and minuting; therefore, we think
further finetuning on the SAMSum and XSum
datasets could improve the results by a large margin.
Bigger models could be finetuned using low-rank
adaptation training as proposed by Hu et al. (2021),
shown in practice on the StackLLama model from
Beeching et al. (2023).

We also believe that the Longformer model
could be successfully used for summarization if
it is adapted to a smaller subtask of the minuting.
As seen in the provided training data in the ELITR
minuting corpus, the minutes often have very spe-
cific sections for a general topic of the meeting, the
attendees, the agreed upon next actions and tasks
that are given to separate participants. Such sec-
tions cannot be well generated by an approach that
only has short chunks as context. Therefore, a sepa-
rate Longformer model could be trained for each of
those subtasks that would take full advantage of the
whole transcript context. Such an approach would
be similar to the one created by Team Hitachi at
AutoMin 2021.
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